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Retail sales overview
•

Electronic card retail sales at merchants in the Khandallah BID area totalled $30.5m in
the year up to June 2018, up by 2.5% or $0.75m over the same period a year ago

•

Retail sales in the Khandallah BID area represent around 1.0% of total retail sales in
Wellington City. This remained unchanged from a year earlier

•

Wellington City residents contributed 90.6% of all spending in the Khandallah BID
area, while 3.6% of spending originated from visitors from the rest of the region, 4.9%
from the rest of New Zealand and around 0.9% from international visitors

•

Residents from the surrounding areas of Rangoon Heights, Khandallah Park and
Ngaio collectively contributed 36.9% of all retail sales spending

•

Due to the low number of merchants, comprehensive retail sales reporting by spend
category is not available. A large proportion of retail sales transactions have been
classified as ‘unidentifiable’

•

Fridays and Sundays generally achieved the highest sales during the week.
Collectively, weekday sales contributed 64% of all sales in the Khandallah BID area
while weekend sales contributed 36%

•

All data in this report is sourced from the WCC Retail Sales and Analysis Tool. Retail
sales data excludes cash transactions. Cash transactions are estimated to be
between 5% and 20% of total electronic card transactions.

Khandallah BID Area
Retail Sales Summary

Annual retail sales summary

Annual transaction value summary

Monthly retail sales by spend category

•

Comprehensive retail sales reporting by spend category is not available due to the low number of
merchants. A large proportion of retail sales transactions have been classified as ‘unidentifiable’.

Daily retail sales

• Electronic card retail sales during the month of June 2018 fluctuated significantly on a day to day basis in the Khandallah
BID area. Fridays and Sundays generally achieved the highest sales during the week. Collectively, weekday sales
contributed 68% of all sales in the Khandallah BID area while weekend sales contributed 32%.
• Saturday sales contributed to 20% of the total week sales while the lowest level of sales during the week occurred on
Tuesdays, at an average of 11% of total weekly spending.

Daily retail sales by customer origin

* Customer cardholder origin statistics are based on Stats NZ 2006 Census Area Unit (CAU)
definitions

Annual retail sales by customer origin

• Local residents contributed 29.1% of all spending in the year to June 2018 while 61.5% of
spending originated from visitors from the rest of Wellington City.
• Residents from the surrounding areas of Rangoon Heights, Khandallah Park and Ngaio collectively
contributed 36.9% of all spending in the year to June 2018.

Contribution to retail sales by customer origin

Khandallah BID Area
Customer Demographics

Customer age band profile

•

The highest growth in spending was the over 75+ year
age group which grew by 14.0% or $0.28m in the year
to June 2018 while Baby Boomers had the highest
increase in dollar spend ($0.84m) during the same
period.

•

Spending by Generation X decreased by 2.1% or
$0.26m in the year to June 2018 when compared to
the previous year.

Customer age profile by generation

•

Overall, spending was the highest for Generation X,
accounting for 41% or $12.4m of all spending in the
year to June 2018.

•

Gen X and Baby Boomers tended to peak in
December each year while spending by PostMillennials / Generation Z, Millennials and the Silent
generation were relatively constant throughout the
year.

•

The average transaction spend tends to rise
through the generations peaking with the Silent
generation.

•

Though the average transaction spend was the
highest for the silent generation, Generation X
contributed the most to overall spending.

Customer gender profile

•

Spending by males increased by 4.6% or
$0.65m in the year to June 2018 when
compared to the previous year.

Appendices

Khandallah BID boundary area
The boundaries of the Khandallah BID area used in this report are highlighted in red on the map below.

Khandallah BID area 2013 meshblocks

Khandallah BID area merchant count

Map of Khandallah BID area, local census area
unit and population count table

* Cardholder origin statistics are based on 2006 census area
unit boundaries

Source: Stats NZ population estimates

Spend category definitions

Data sources
What is the source of the data used in the WCC Retail Sales Analysis and Reporting Tool?
The data is primarily sourced from electronic card transactions made via the Paymark network from merchant terminals located in the
Khandallah BID area. Information on the origin and type of customer spending is sourced from data held by BNZ Marketview.
The spending values include GST, but exclude cash out with purchases. Withdrawals from ATMs are not included. Other payment types
including cash, hire purchase or automatic payments are also not included.
Details on both data sources are provided below.
Paymark
Paymark operates New Zealand’s largest electronic transaction processing network. The company is owned by French payments system
provider Ingenico Group which has extensive operations in the payments industry across 170 countries.
Around 70% of New Zealand’s eftpos terminals are connected to the Paymark network. All electronic card transactions are captured from
merchants on the Paymark network.
Marketview (A Verisk Business)
Marketview is a data technology company that provides consumer spending information on New Zealand based merchants. They obtain
eftpos, debit and credit card transactions data from BNZ card holders using the Paymark network in the New Zealand retail market.
BNZ transactional data is derived from the credit and debit card spending by BNZ (Bank of New Zealand) customers. The BNZ has
approximately a 20% share of credit and debit cards, with their cardholders accounting for about 15 – 17% of all electronic transactions
conducted by New Zealanders.
While a sample of total New Zealand electronic spending, Marketview have shown that BNZ cardholders are representative of the total
spending of New Zealanders.
The BNZ strips any personal identifiers from the data set before sending the data to Marketview. This includes all names, addresses, card
and account numbers. Cardholders are given a geographic code and a unique id which enables Marketview to complete our analysis.
For retailers not on the Paymark network, there is no transactional data available from the Paymark database. To fill this gap Marketview
weight the BNZ cardholder spending at non-Paymark merchants. The weightings are based on BNZ’s share of the Paymark transactions.
The underlying assumption is that BNZ cardholders make up a similar share of spending at Paymark and non-Paymark merchants.

